Let (X, 9C, X) and (Y, <y, a) be two Lebesgue spaces with 9C and •y the fields of measurable subsets of X and Y respectively. X and n are countably additive measures on X and "y respectively with X(A) =n(Y) = l. Let (Z, Z, p) = (XXY, XX^, \Xu) denote the direct product of the above measure spaces. Let <p be a measure preserving transformation on X, and for each xEX let i/^ be measure preserving transformation on Y. If the family {\f/x: xEX} of measure preserving transformations satisfies certain measurability conditions (see [2, pp. 83, 84] ), then it can be shown that the transformation T defined by
is a measure preserving transformation on Z. T is called the skew product transformation of c¡¡ with the family {if/x: xEX}.
The purpose of this work is to compute the entropy h(T). (For definition of entropy of a measure preserving transformation and the associated notation consult [3] and [4] .) The natural conjecture is (*) h(T) = h(<¡>) + f h(tx)\(dx).
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This conjecture is substantiated in several instances. When \px = ip for all xEX, (*) reduces to the formula for direct product transformations (see [4] formula (ß)); i.e., h(T) = *(*) + W).
For <¡¡ = I the identity transformation on X, (*) reduces to the case of decomposition of a measure preserving transformation into components (see [4] formula (e)); i.e., h(T) = f h(*x)\(dx). which is again a special case of (*) since h(\px) =0, xEX.
In general (*) is not true. However, we shall derive a formula which differs from (*) in the function occurring within the integral.
Let 9Cfc, k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ be an increasing sequence of finite subfields of 9C whose union generates 9C and let Zm, m = 1, 2, • • • be an increasing sequence of finite subfields of Z whose union generates Z. Let HTZm denote ZmVFZmV ■ ■ • VTn~lZm. Denote by (Zm)x the field of subsets of Y which consists of x-sections of sets in Zm. We observe
We shall employ an ambiguity whose meaning will be clear in context by having the symbols ÎCk represent either fields of measurable subsets of X or fields of cylinder sets in Z based on subsets of X in 9C*. Keeping this ambiguity in mind consider the following relation between mean entropy and mean (conditional) entropy of finite fields (see [4, As « tends to 00,
decreases to a limit which we denote by /«(x, Zm, j). Likewise, as
tends to //♦(*> Zm,j)X(dx). Combining (9) and (10) /#*) = lim hi<px, Zm)
The quantities h($/x, Zm) and /(x, Zm) are different by the nature of their definitions. Perhaps only mild restrictions are required so that the differences can be eliminated by integration to yield (***). The following example, however, reveals that in general (***) is not true: let X = Xi\JX2 where miJQ =m(Xt) = i; let *,<-& xEXi and Tpx = ip~1, xEX2 where ip is a measure preserving transformation on Y such that hi\p)^0; and let d> be a measure preserving transformation on JY" such that d>Xi = X2, 4>X2 = Xi and (p2 = I. Then for F: (x, y) ->(e/>x, ^y) we have F2 is the identity transformation on XXFso that hiT) = 0; but ft (4) +fxhi\px)\idx) = h(p)-¿0.
